PLANET EXPAT IS HIRING A BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT INTERN FOR INTERNSHIP FROM 3 TO
6 MONTHS.
Date : 29/02/2016
Job reference : 160113-12367500
Type of contract : Internship
Localisation : London 00000, GB
Contract duration : From 3 to 6 months
Level of studies : Bachelor's Degree
Years of experience : 6 months - 1 year
Company description :
Planet Expat provides career-boosting paid internships in some of the most innovative and dynamic Start-ups
in Latin America, Europe and the USA. We connect students with promising start-ups abroad through a
program that allows them to gain valuable professional experience in international environments while being
key contributors to innovative projects.
We are currently hiring for the company below:
"We are a French startup currently based in London, UK, developing a platform that connects groups of
people and bars in the best cities in Europe. Through our platform, our users can book bars for group parties
for free and receive special offers and discounts in exchange. For bars, we are a great way to attract and
retain new customers. We charge bars a small commission based on the number of people that attend.
We were founded in France in 2013, where we count with over 800 bars in 10 different cities. We are a team
of eleven in Paris and two in London, where we are looking to stablish a new commercial office and attract
300 new bars within the next four months.
We are currently looking for an outgoing and hungry intern to help us attract every single bar in London to
our online platform. We are looking for someone who is a nightlife lover and is not afraid of interacting with
new people every day. You will be one of our first employees in our London office, and will be joining a
young and fun team who loves to go for drinks and party every Thursday."
Job description :
Main Responsibilities:
* Prospect potential partners (bars) within London
* Reach out to bars and pitch their product by phone
* Accompany new bars within the signing up process
* Coach new bars on how to welcome and receiving their guests
* Identify ways to improve their processes
Contact:
* Planet Expat is managing the recruiting process
* Please apply at www.planetexpat.org and mention the reference: 160113
* Only applications received through the Planet Expat website
(http://planetexpat.org/apply/)
Location:
* London, United Kingdom

Duration:
* Starting date: As soon as possible
* Duration: 3 to 6 months

will

be

considered

Compensation:
* ₤ 800 (GBP)/month
* Sales commissions
* Can lead to a permanent position
Required profile :
Required profile and skills:
* Excellent English
* Other languages would be a plus
* Outstanding interpersonal skills
* Great written and verbal communication skills
* Outgoing and dynamic
* Interested in the nightlife
* Ability to work autonomously
To apply : http://apply.multiposting.fr/jobs/6516/12367500

